DRIVE UP SALES

WITH ADVERTISING & EVENT BRANDING

TENTS
$

AS LOW AS

534.00

Tents elevate your message above the crowd with crisp, taut
canopies that are visible from a distance. Your graphic can be
dye sublimated or imprinted on the canopy in bold, vibrant colors.
Multiple sizes, styles and add-ons create endless possibilities.

(C)

CONVERTIBLE TABLE THROW

Turn any 6' or 8' table into a prime advertising opportunity with
IMPORTANT!
the Convertible
ADD ‘PRICES IN US DOLLARS’
NEXT TOtable throw. This table throw easily converts to
fit 6' and 8' table sizes. It's constructed of polyester poplin, so
(C) IN PRICE GRID!
it's mashine-washable and wrinkle-resistant.

AS LOW AS

250.00

$

(C)

Dye Sublimation Imprint

EUROFIT WALL DISPLAYS

Item # Description
109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

1
2-5
6-11
12-24
435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00
460.00
410.00
385.00 are
360.00
EuroFit
displays
a stylish

White fabric dyed with any color

AS LOW AS

165.00

$

way to promote your brand. Sizes
Prices in US Dollars (C)
range between 2' and 20' in width, and 54" and 90" in height. A
lightweight aluminum frame with push-button connectors makes
setup and teardown easy. A double-sided, full-color, fabric graphic
cover fits snugly around the frame like a pillowcase.

SAIL

This is a smaller version of the footer
being used within parts of the TTTK
SIGNS

Don't let potential customers pass you by; sail signs maximize
Web: www.showdowndisplays.com
• Email:
SDCanadaInfo@signzoneinc.com
your visibility by standing
tall
and fluttering in the breeze. Your
artwork
will be vibrantly dye sublimated on super poly knit
Prices in US
Dollars
fabric. Multiple sizes and shapes available.
ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 67383 UPIC: SHOWDOWN

Web: www.showdowndisplays.com • Email: SDCanadaInfo@signzoneinc.com

Prices in US Dollars
ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 67383 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202

AS LOW AS

118.00

$

(C)

ADDITIONAL BRANDING OPTIONS FOR

CAR DEALERSHIPS

SIGNICADE DELUXE
AS LOW AS

177.20

$

The Signicade Deluxe is perfect for outdoor use. Its durable plastic
frame stands up to weather without rust or maintenance. When it's not
in use, simply fold it flat; it takes up very little space in storage. Signs
slide in and out with ease, and a chalkboard insert is also available.

(C)

ECONOMY PLUS RETRACTOR

The Economy Plus retractor is a truly utilitarian advertising
option. It's lightweight and portable, so you can leave it in a
lobby or take it on the road. This retractor puts in a hard day's
work wherever you decide to use it.

AS LOW AS

282.90

$

(C)

MINI SAIL SIGNS

AS LOW AS

33.00

$

Smaller sail signs can be used in myriad creative ways to show off
your most exciting sales and offers. They have several base options
that attach easily to vehicles via magnet, window clip or suction
cup. The standard clip-on base lets you display them pretty much
anywhere else you can think of.

(C)

BAG TOSS & PRIZE WHEEL

Draw a crowd with games and prize giveaways. The Spin 'N Win
Prize Wheel Plus and Value Bag Toss provide entertainment for your
guests, and they can be customized with your logo or artwork. These
IMPORTANT!
games are a big hit at festivals and sales events!
ADD ‘PRICES IN US DOLLARS’ NEXT TO

(C) IN PRICE GRID!

Dye Sublimation Imprint

&

(C)

(C)

BANNERS

Item # Description
109070 6' Premium Throw
109071 8' Premium Throw

1
2-5
6-11
12-24
435.00 390.00 365.00 340.00
460.00
410.00
385.00 360.00
Make
an announcement

that gets you noticed. Full-color banners are
Prices in US Dollars (C)
available
single- or double-sided and come in both indoor and outdoor
options. For a truly stunning look, try aluminum fabric banners, which
have a reflective look that gets you noticed.

White fabric dyed with any color

$

AS LOW AS

149.20
$
550.00
$

AS LOW AS

25.60
(C)

This is a smaller version of the footer
being used within parts of the TTTK

OUTDOOR EVENT COOLER

This cooler lets you keep beverages cool while promoting your brand or a big sales
Web: www.showdowndisplays.com • Email: SDCanadaInfo@signzoneinc.com
event. It holds
up to 40 lbs. of ice and 48 standard 12-oz. beverage cans. Your
in USacross
Dollars
artwork can bePrices
displayed
most of the visible surface area on the side of the
unit, giving your message the ample space it deserves.
ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 67383 UPIC: SHOWDOWN

Web: www.showdowndisplays.com • Email: SDCanadaInfo@signzoneinc.com

Prices in US Dollars
ASI: 87188 PPAI: 254687 SAGE: 67383 UPIC: SHOWDOWN PPPC 20101202

$

AS LOW AS

375.00
(C)

